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TCI’s inaugurates World class cold chain warehouse in Gurgaon
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Transport Corporation of India (TCI) the leading integrated supply chain and

logistics solutions provider ventures into temperature controlled warehouse

management system. TCI has inaugurated its first State of the Art Cold Chain

Warehouse at Pataudi Road, Gurgaon in the NCR region as per its strategic plan to

build a cold chain network of warehouses and refrigerated trucks with world-class

technology and design.

 

The Cold warehouse includes 5,000 pallet positions, totaling 11,700 CMT of

temperature-controlled space and is divided into seven zones that are fully temperature controlled within the range of

-30 to +25 degrees Celsius. The warehouse has the capability of maintaining relative humidity levels of upto 35 RH.

The new set up is one of the largest and most advanced of its kind spread across an area of 250,000 sq. ft. The

warehouse is a multi-user facility warehouse offering integrated cold chain services, and encompassing multi-

temperature refrigerated storage, Blast Freezer, Ante Room, Processing Area, warehouse and inventory management

services, and transport and distribution solutions to meet varying requirements of customers.

 

Transport Corporation of India is India’s leading integrated supply chain and logistics solutions provider and a pioneer

in the sphere of cargo transportation in India with customer from various industries like Retail, Pharma, Chemicals,

QSR and Food and Apparel. The warehouse will be managed by TCI’s Supply Chain Solutions, a divison of TCI for

multi user customer requirements.

 

TCI has ample experience in the supply and logistics field to successfully progress in its new venture. It is a noted

name in industry for over 5 decades with extensive network of company owned offices. TCI has remarkable presence

in Freight, XPS, Supply Chain Solutions, End to End logistics, Seaways transportation of containers and bulk cargos.

 

TCI  is  one  of  the  Top  500  Shares  (https://www.dynamiclevels.com/en/sharemarkettips/stockwatch/top
500) identified by Dynamic Research team at the end of every quarter out of 1700 Shares of NSE. 

To  get  more  Support  and  Resistance  levels  of  the  share  please  visit  TCI  Share  Price  Forecast
(https://www.dynamiclevels.com/en/tcisharepriceforecast)
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